Heat Transfer Solutions
for Truck Applications
Products to keep you cool mile after mile

Products
True to our core philosophy, Air Radiators provide custom designed cooling systems specialised for OEM On-Highway
vehicle manufacturers.
Through a high level of application, design and manufacturing experience, Air Radiators is able to deliver product that
ensures the cooling system will perform to the exacting standards of vehicle and engine OEM’s. This guarantees that the
product maintains operation around the clock and across the country.

Copper/Brass - Benefits
Durability tested and proven to OEM specifications - creates less
downtime for your vehicle, earning more money for you.
Copper/Brass cores constructed using Ultra•Fused® header joint
technology - the strongest joint in the industry offering 20 times
greater strength over soldered cores.
Complete system design including AC Condenser, Charge Air Cooler,
Jacket Water, Fuel and auxiliary circuit cooling - specifically matched
components optimising performance for the customer.
Fully serviceable bolted construction - service rather than replace, saving
time and money over and over again.
Field repairable - gets you home when things go wrong.

Aluminium - Benefits
Durability tested and proven to OEM specifications
- long lasting technology backed with proven strength.
Aluminium Core technology lowers cooling system weight
- more payback with greater load capability.
Steel skeleton frame ensures the high loads of trucking are carried
around the core - less stress on the core means less failures where
it counts.
Modular design allows field service by replacement of components
- replacing only the items that have failed saving you money.
High performance cores offer more efficient heat transfer
- remaining cool when the pressure is on.
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Cooling solutions as diverse as the country that our highways cross.

